Build your vision.
Transform your business.
Turn change into opportunity
with Logicalis
Every business today is looking to achieve sustainable,
innovation-powered growth. But markets move fast and
so do customers. To succeed, you must set out clear vision
for the future that ensures your agile enough to respond
to whatever comes your way.
Logicalis can help you realise this vision with cloud-based
solutions that transform your business at speed, so you
can stay ahead of a changing market full of challenges
and opportunities.

Change is constant.
Are you ready?
Build secure, modern and bespoke
solutions that deliver immediate value
and an agile foundation that will allow
your people, processes and wider business
to thrive in a world of constant change.

Plan your journey

Align your technology and business strategies
and plot out your transformation roadmap.

Optimise your operations
Build a secure cloud foundation to enable
business agility and responsiveness.
Solution(s):
• Modern cloud foundation

Empower your employees
Improve UX and employee collaboration for
enhanced productivity, and cost effectiveness.
Solution(s):
• Modern workplace
• Workflow optimisation

Connect with your customers
Engage effectively, create seamless experiences
and build better customer relationships.
Solution(s):
• Customer engagement

Unlock your potential
Adopt new solutions, realise their full potential and
unlock the value of data to grow and innovate.
Solution(s):
• Data platform
• IoT platform

Combine strategic vision with the power to
make it a reality
Our three step approach is built on supporting your vision with structured methods that
achieve your ambitions with speed and efficiency, so you can stay ahead of a changing
market that is moving at a rapid pace.
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Our specialist sector expertise and value-driven
approach set us apart

Global presence, local execution

Value-driven engagements

With a physical presence in 25 countries and

Occupying a space between GSIs, local specialist

experience working with global customers,

SIs and service providers, means our repeatable

we’re a #1 MSP in the mid-market sector,

model is focused on simplicity, speed and agility

serving 10,000 customers worldwide.

to help clients achieve value faster, with less risk.

End-to-end capabilities

Industry specialists

We have unique consulting capabilities as

Our network of 6,500 employees has

well as managed services for implementing
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and running cloud solutions, and
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managing the customer lifecycle.

government, manufacturing and more.

“Logicalis Public Cloud division, has been
extremely proactive and has stepped-up to
the plate on multiple occasions. They’ve been
getting on with it, working with our partners and
Microsoft to overcome hurdles and roadblocks,
as well as working well with our team.”
Adrian Staff
CIO Save the Children

Change is an opportunity,
but only if you can see ahead.
Speak to our team to find out how we can support your
business with a structured methodology to foster your
immediate transformation, while building lasting value.

Contact us »
info@logicalis.com
logicalis.com

